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54 THE SINFUL STARS

The Fading Suns Universe
Once the suns shone brightly, beacons in the vast night of space,

calling humanity onward. The stars were symbols of humanity’s vast
potential, a purpose and destiny revealed in progress, inciting an exodus
of unlimited growth to the distant stars. Once people looked to the
heavens with hope and longing in their eyes.

Then the suns — and the hope — began to fade.
It is the year 4998 and history has come to an end. Humanity’s

greatest civilization has fallen, leaving ignorance and fear scattered among
the ruins of many worlds. A new Dark Age is upon humanity and few
believe in renewal and progress anymore. Now there is only waiting.
Waiting for a slow death as the age-old stars fade to cinders and the
souls of the sinful are called to Final Judgment.

But not all believe in this destiny. A leader has arisen, an Emperor
sworn to unite the worlds of Human Space together again under one
banner. To ignite hope once more in people’s hearts.

It is a monumental task, for most people have already given up and
fallen into the ways of the past, playing serfs to feudal lords. What is
hope to them now but a falsehood which leads to pain? Better to leave
the hard decisions to their masters and let the Church console their
souls.

There are enemies everywhere, those who seek to selfishly profit
from humanity’s demise: vain nobles ruling far-flung worlds, power-
hungry priests who seek dominion over the lives of men, the greedy
merchant guilds growing rich from bartering humanity’s needs and
wants. They are not alone. Others are out there among the darkening
stars, alien races angry with humankind for age-old slavery, and enig-
matic alien empires with agendas too paradoxical to fathom.

History
The chronicle of humanity’s history among the stars is a long one,

stretching over two millennia. It is not a quiet story. From the greedy
planet-grabbing of early colonists to the bloody battles of the Emperor
Wars, humans have rarely slept peacefully in the void. They have pros-
pered, suffered defeat, and dared to hope again. And they have not

traveled down the paths of history alone; aliens walk among them, with
long histories and destinies of their own to complete.

First Republic
Humanity first reached the stars under the auspices of the First

Republic, a one-world government run by the “zaibatsu”: greedy mer-
cantile barons whose corporate states replaced the nations of the earth.
The zaibatsu colonized the solar system in search of new sources of
wealth and mineral resources. At the edge of the solar system they found
the jumpgate.

This ancient artifact of alien manufacture baffled and awed hu-
manity. It took many years of research to unlock even the most basic
secrets of its technology, but its main function was clear: it opened
portals to distant star systems. Diligent scientists constructed the first
jump drive, an engine installed on a spaceship which could propel the
ship through the gate, transporting it instantly into foreign space light
years away.

The exodus began.
At first, the zaibatsu carefully controlled the manufacture and own-

ership of jump ships and reaped the resources of the new worlds and
solar systems. Additionally, they outlawed and suppressed a religious
movement which grew around the jump experience, based on a mystical
experience common to many jump pilots: the Sathra Effect, so called
because of the first words from the lips of the ecstatic pilots. The zaibatsu
installed dampers on ships that ended the communion and halted the
rebellious religion.

But repression was not long suffered. After anarchists leaked the
secret of the technology to all, nobody could keep back the vast wave of
people seeking to escape corporate tyranny and claim worlds of their
own. The First Republic collapsed in a civil war over ever-expanding
territory and diminishing loyalties.

Diaspora
The new universe of Human Space was made up of fractured, plan-

etary nations, some democratic, some totalitarian. Many of the original
rulers of these worlds created dynasties which would last for millennia:
the first noble houses to rule the stars. But years of political and social
experiments yielded only chaos and strife between worlds. Into this
dangerous universe came the Prophet, a man with a vision of Creation
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76 THE SINFUL STARS

he claimed was gifted to him by God, whom he called the Pancreator.
The Prophet gathered disciples and followers about him and performed
many miracles. A humanity desperate for unity and hope looked to the
Prophet for their answers.

During this time, humanity met its first sentient race, the ungulate
Shantor. At first, they were thought to be merely clever horselike beings.
But it was soon realized how intelligent they were — and how danger-
ous. Another sentient race, the Ukar, were gifted with psychic powers —
powers which they used to goad the Shantor into a bloody revolt. By
the time the truth behind the Shantor’s rage was discovered, it was too
late to reform the beasts in humanity’s eyes: the “dangerous and uncon-
trollable” Shantor were enslaved and moved to reservations across the
Known Worlds, breaking up their families and culture.

The following Ukar War united humanity against another star-far-
ing race, one inimicable to human interests. With the aid of the Ukar’s
cousin race, the Obun, humanity gained ground in their galactic war.
Finally, Palamedes Alecto, follower of the Prophet, led the newly formed
Universal Church of the Celestial Sun against the Ukari on their
homeworld. Humanity was victorious, and the place of the Church in
future politics and martial power was cemented.

Humanity marched across new worlds and subjugated the sentients
living upon them, most of whom were incapable of star travel and thus
considered inferior.

Until the Vau.
Humanity met more than its match when it subjugated a peaceful

race of gardeners known as the G’nesh. When their overlords arrived
from unknown worlds in vastly superior starships with devastating en-
ergy weapons, humans had no choice but to fall back and go no further.
Luckily, the Vau were non-expansionistic, and pursued no vendetta against
humanity. As long as they were left alone, they would cause no trouble
— or so most humans believed. But enigmatic “gifts” and lore from the
Vau over the centuries have been curiously effective at starting conflicts
among humans.

Second Republic
Eventually, with the unity provided by the Church and economic

interests heralded by mercantile leaders, the Second Republic was born,
a democratic government which eventually spanned all the worlds of

Human Space. Under its auspices, an unprecedented era of prosperity
and high technology was initiated. It seemed that there were no limits
to human development, no secrets which could not be unlocked by the
power of the human mind, along with a little ingenuity and grit. Scien-
tists even tapped into the very genetic code of humanity, creating mu-
tated beings later known as the Changed.

But power eventually seems to coalesce into the hands of a few,
especially when the people are no longer vigilant. The noble houses of
the Diaspora, still rich but now relegated to meaningless roles, hun-
gered for the vast power they once had and plotted against the Repub-
lic. They were aided by a new milleniallism and apocalyptic fever, for
scientists had discovered a new, dread phenomenon: the suns were fad-
ing. The stars grew dim and no one knew why.

The government could not calm the fears of all the worlds, and the
untimely crash of the welfare computer system caused riots in every
major city on every planet. Rebels rose up and with lightning speed,
claimed the central government on Byzantium Secundus. The nobles
joined together with the Church to free the capital. Victorious, they
refused to return power to the senators and instead seized power for
themselves. This ushered in a new age for humanity: a Dark Age of
feudal lords, fanatic priests and scheming guilds.

New Dark Ages
The new lords of the Known Worlds quickly began to war upon

one another, with only the largest, most cunning or richest houses
rising to prominence, while many others were destroyed. In this chaos,
the common people were left defenseless. In desperation, many signed
generational contracts with the noble houses, swearing fealty to their
local lords for themselves and their children to come. At first, the Church
fought such indenture, but it eventually adopted such contracts itself
when they proved the only reliable means to raise armies against rivals
— and the Church was just as combative and martial as the nobles.

The corporations of the Second Republic were left with little of the
spoils. With their holdings seized or signed over forcefully, they had
little overt power. But a conglomeration of these corporation banded
together to form the Merchant League, and rewrote their charters to
form guilds rather than corporations. Guilds could more easily control
membership and advancement within their ranks. In addition, the League
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98 THE SINFUL STARS

maintained their secret technological patents, often paying for this privi-
lege with the death of many agents charged with wiping such data from
computers the universe over lest it fall into the hands of the noble
lords.

Without the means to repair their starships and high-tech weap-
onry, the nobles and the Church could not long stand. After a vicious
campaign against the guilds failed to free the League’s secrets, the lords
had little choice but to admit the merchant guilds into the halls of
power. Even the Church was forced to concede their power, and issued
a Patriarchal Bull allowing only them (along with the nobles and priests)
to use certain proscribed high-technologies. Once these scientific se-
crets were kept from the people, the Known Worlds’ descent into a
feudal society was complete: only the upper classes moved among the
stars; the peasants lived and died on the planets where they were born.

But the Known Worlds were not the only words of Human Space.
During the Fall of the Second Republic, many planets were lost, their
jump coordinates stolen or the jumpgates sealed. After centuries of ab-
sence, some of these worlds reappeared, heralded by barbarian hordes
who swept into the Known Worlds, wreaking havoc and looting noble
lands.

Only a powerful coalition of nobles could defend against the scat-
tered barbarian clans, and only a master tactician could form such a
coalition. This man was Vladimir, whose campaign against the barbar-
ians propelled him to power. After his victory against the raiders, he
declared himself the first Emperor of the Known Worlds. A campaign
of pacification convinced the noble houses to accept his rule.

But upon his coronation day, when he placed the crown upon his
head, he mysteriously died in a sudden conflagration. His coalition fell
apart, and house fell upon house, each blaming the others for the death
of Vladimir. Eventually, peace was secured again, sealed with Vladimir’s
reforms: all the houses, sects and guilds would vote equally to choose a
noble to become Regent, to rule until a new Emperor could be decided
upon.

It would be nearly half a millennium before an Emperor was again
chosen, and only after nearly 40 years of violent war. The Emperor Wars
lasted for two generations, and saw a greater rise in technology than any
time since the Second Republic. But it was war tech: powerful killing
machines, chemical weapons, fusion bombs and other means of de-

struction. Finally, one man was victorious: Alexius Hawkwood, the new
Emperor of the Fading Suns.

In his newly forged reign — now but three years old — peace has
finally come. The jumproutes are open again, and pilgrims can travel
safely to other worlds. Merchants can once more ply the starlanes, sell-
ing exotic goods to people who have not seen them within their
grandfather’s lifetimes. And adventure awaits, for Alexius has called for
a great quest: to explore the stars, discover the lost worlds of the Second
Republic, and solve the mystery of the fading suns.

The Noble Houses
Of the many noble houses throughout the Known Worlds, five

have achieved prominence and effectively rule most of the Human Space
— under their new Emperor, of course. The Emperor Wars took a toll
on many of these houses: the losers now struggle to regain lost lands or
power, while the victors fight to ensure that their rivals stay down.

The life of a noble is not the leisurely idyll one might expect: there
are fiefs to manage, rivals to crush and wars to wage. While there is
much power to be gained, there is always the risk of humiliation or loss
of holdings and position. It is no wonder that they know how to party:
their gala affairs are lavish and awe-inspiring — but also rife with in-
trigue, innuendo, back-stabbing and even sword dueling. To escape such
pressures, noble sons and daughters often take to the stars with only a
small entourage of friends and retainers, to better know the worlds they
wish to one day rule.

The five major houses (called the Royal Houses) are:
House Hawkwood: Prideful yet honorable, the Hawkwoods have

seen one of their own take the Emperor’s throne. While Alexius
Hawkwood has since distanced himself from his family to appear more
impartial, the Hawkwoods take such political setbacks with stoicism —
the same fierce perseverance with which they beat back the barbarian
raiders to their worlds. A Hawkwood does not give up. House Hawkwood
is more beloved by its vassals than any other house, for they treat them
fairly and with justice.

House Decados: Slimy, cunning and extremely successful, the
Decados have risen to power through treachery and an uncanny under-
standing of their rivals — helped in no small part, no doubt, by their
vast, invisible intelligence network. While the other families accuse them
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1110 THE SINFUL STARS

of a number of crimes, the Decados are here to stay and thus must be
dealt with on their own terms. Decados vassals despise their lords but
are kept in line through fear or the promise of power for those who
make good quislings.

The Hazat: Hot-blooded and intense, the martial Hazat know how
to field an army but are also no strangers to intrigue. When they can
calm the vicious infighting from family to family, they can present a
formidable front against rivals from other houses. Left with less land
after the wars than they began with, they now pursue a campaign against
a barbarian world, seeking new lands outside of the Empire. Hazat
vassals are loyal, for they know that sacrifices for their lords are often
rewarded.

House Li Halan: This pious and disciplined family was once the
worst behaved of all nobles. Their immoral exploits are legendary, as is
the tale of their overnight conversion to the Church. They now pursue
the scriptures as fanatically as they once chased pleasure. While other
nobles may snicker at the faithful lords, they more often fear the Li
Halan, for this family has proved implacable on both the battlefield
and at court. Their vassals are fiercely loyal, for they know their place as
vassals in the Pancreator’s plan.

House al-Malik: The exotic and inscrutable al-Malik are often ac-
cused of being mere merchants, for their ties to the League are well
known. But they have proven their noble legerdemain many times,
through the acquisition of land and a unique understanding of human
nature and politics. It is very hard to pull one over on an al-Malik, but
it is likewise hard for them to resist the lure of a good adventure or
challenge. Vassals of this family are well-treated and return the respect
with solid service.

The Church
Although the Universal Church of the Celestial Sun may present a

unified front for the faithful of the Known Worlds, its cathedrals are
rife with sectarianism. While the Patriarch has rule over all aspects of
the Church, it is often difficult to manage the actions of priests the
universe over. Many sects and orders have arisen, powerful enough to
earn official status from a reluctant Orthodoxy. Even more heresies
have arisen, forcing the Patriarch to spend his time hunting heretics
rather than unifying the present sects.

A priest’s life is often a trying one: If it’s not local disasters or
famines they must try to relieve, it’s occult threats to the faith, from
demon possessions, zombie plagues or malicious psychics. Church
magical rites are effective, regardless of whether they are considered
merely a form of psychic power by the more skeptical.

The five major sects/orders ordained by the Church are:
Urth Orthodox: The largest sect, it is the Orthodoxy that most

people associate with the Church. Its priests can be found on all worlds,
from the ostentatious bishops of the capital cities to the more humble
parish priests in the most poverty-stricken fiefs. While the Orthodoxy
has gained a reputation for their cunning political maneuvers, most
priests know little of such things, being entirely too busy protecting the
souls of the simple faithful. While many may spurn the Orthodoxy for
its martial role in the Emperor Wars, when tragedy strikes, it is the
Orthodoxy they return to for consolation.

Brother Battle: This order of monk knights is the most elite fight-
ing unit in the Known Worlds, surpassing even the Emperor’s Phoenix
Guard in martial prowess. Originally initiated to protect pilgrims and
pursue heretics, the order is now chartered by noble houses, Church
sects and even guilds to perform elite military operations on many
worlds, including the deadly Stigmata Front against the Symbiot alien
invaders. Despite rumors of heresy and usury within their ranks, every-
one wants a Brother Battle monk by their side in times of trouble.

Eskatonic Order: These hermetic sages are often thought of as
wizards by the common folk, but the nobles and guildsmen know them
for the kooks they often are. While there are many within the order
who possess profound wisdom and learning, there are just as many who
are obsessed with the end of the universe and who stand on street
corners telling everyone about it. Once considered a heresy by the Or-
thodoxy, the Eskatonics were admitted into the fold when their theurgical
rites proved effective against the Symbiots.

Temple Avesti: Dreaded inquisitors. The Avestites long ago seized
most of the seats on the Inquisitorial Synod, and have since then made
it their duty to search the Known Worlds for signs of heresy, demonism
and any other threat to the faithful. Their illiteracy, fear of learning and
dogmatic adherence to certain extreme scriptures makes them feared
and hated throughout Human Space. But they are obeyed nonetheless.
Only the most fanatic and ascetic initiates are admitted to this sect.
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